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Abstract
Graph labeling is a remarkable field having direct and indirect involvement in resolving numerous
issues in varied fields. During this paper we tend to planned new algorithms to construct edge
antimagic vertex labeling, edge antimagic total labeling, (a, d)-edge antimagic vertex labeling, (a,
d)-edge antimagic total labeling and super edge antimagic labeling of varied classes of graphs
like paths, cycles, wheels, fans, friendship graphs. With these solutions several open issues
during this space can be solved.
Keywords: Graph Labeling, Edge Antimagic Vertex Labelling, Edge Antimagic Total Labelling,
Super Edge Antimagic Labelling, Paths, Cycles, Fan Graphs, Wheels, Friendship Graphs.

1. INTRODUCTION
A graph G = (V, E) is finite, straightforward and un-directed. G denotes graph then G includes a
vertex and edge sets. Vertex set denoted by V = V (G) and edge set E = E (G). We followed the
standard notations m = |E| and n = |V|. A typical graph theoretical notation is followed refer [13].
Labelled graphs are getting associate more and more helpful family of Mathematical Models for a
broad vary of applications [4, 17]. It’s terribly crucial impact in network communications explained
in [5]. Several latest applications presented its usage to image authentication and frequency
allocation.
Graph Labeling is a method of mapping that maps several set of elements of graph to a collection
of numbers (usually +ve or non -ve integers). The foremost complete graph labeling latest survey
is in [3] [14]. Sedlacek [9] introduce labelings that simplify the thought of a magic labeling. The
magic labelings is outlined as a bijection of graph component to set of successive integers
ranging from one, satisfying some reasonably “constant sum” property. If this Bijection involves
vertices or edges or both as graph elements to a collection of integers yielding a constant sum
known as magic constant, it'll be known as Vertex or Edge or Total Magic Labeling. Hartsfield
along with Ringel in [6] introduced the idea of an Antimagic graphs. In step with them associate
Antimagic labeling is a process of edge labeling of the graph with integers 1,2,…., m in order that
weight at every vertex is totally different from the weight at every vertex.
In [7] Bodendiek with Walter outlined the thought of an (a, d)-Antimagic labeling as edge labeling
during which the weights of vertex from an AP(arithmetic progression) ranging from a and have
common distinction d. Martin Baca, Francois Bertault and MacDougall [8] initiated the notions of
the Vertex Antimagic Total Labeling [VATL] and (a, d)-Vertex Antimagic Total Labeling [(a, d)VATL], and conjuncture that every regular graphs are (a, d)- VATL. In the year 2004, K.A.Sugeng
et al. [10] presented the concept of SVMTL (super vertex magic total labeling) & SEMTL (super
edge magic total labeling ). The existence of In [11] Antimagic vertex labeling of categories of
hyper graphs like Cycles, Wheels and therefore the existence and non-existence of the Antimagic
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vertex labeling of Wheels are mentioned in theorems. An idea to get antimagic labeling for trees
given in [12]. In reference [2] they projected the procedure (algorithms) to build (a, d)-Antimagic
labeling, Antimagic labeling, (a, d)-vertex Antimagic total labeling of complete graphs and vertex
Antimagic total labeling that could be a generalization of many different kinds of labelings.
In [15], we deal with the magic labeling of vertices and edges of a graph. Again magic labeling is
expressed in-terms of Vertex Magic Total Labeling (VMTL), Edge Total Magic Labeling (EMTL)
and Total Magic Labeling (TML). We have studied existing approaches for magic labeling and we
found some improvements can be done over existing VMTL algorithms and we design algorithm
to find EMTLs. We proposed new and enhanced algorithms for VMTL, EMTL and TML. We
applied these algorithms on different kinds of graphs like cycles, wheels, fans and friendship
graphs. In[16] we proposed new algorithms to construct vertex antimagic edge labeling, (a, d)vertex antimagic labeling, vertex antimagic total labeling and (a, d)-vertex antimagic total labeling
and super vertex-antimagic total labeling of various classes of graphs like paths, cycles, wheels,
Fan Graph and Friend Graphs.
In continuation to this, we have projected algorithms for EATL (Edge Antimagic Total labeling) on
different categories of graphs like cycles, paths, wheels, and fan and Friendship graphs. These
algorithms are similar all categories with minor changes because of structural variations. With
these we have to study the behaviour of the graphs with specific graph size. For given Graph with
size we will determine the attainable labelings, possible values of a and d to create (a, d) Edge
opposed magic Total Labelings and also the chance of forming SEMTL (super edge magic total
labeling).

2. PRELIMINARIES
Standard definitions of paths and wheels and cycles, fan and Friendship graphs are as follows. A
Path (Pn) could be a cycle without an edge from initial vertex to final vertex. Cycle could be a
graph wherever there's an edge amid the neighbouring vertices solely and therefore the vertex is
adjacent to final one (Fig1a). Wheel could be a Cycle with central hub, wherever all vertices of
cycle are neighbouring to that (Fig1b) Fans & Friendship graphs are variations of wheels. If a
path is linked to central hub it's a Fan (Fig1c). A Friendship graph has n triangles with 1 common
vertex known as hub and n is size of Friendship graph (Fig 1d)

FIGURE 1a: Path (P4)

FIGURE 1b:
Cycle(C4)

FIGURE 1c:
Wheel(W4)

FIGURE 1d:
Fan Graph(F4)

FIGURE 1e:
FriendshipGraph(T2)

Labeling is the method of distribution integers to graph elements is often called as a mapping
function from integers to Elements of Graph. Magic Labeling is outlined as a bijection from {1, 2,
3, 4, 5… n-1,n} to n - graph elements such the total of every element could be a magic constant
K . If the element is vertex or edge or both it's referred to as Vertex or Edge or Total magic Total
Labeling.
Let a G be a Graph with vertices v and edges e if there's a 1 to 1 function from set of integers
{1,2,3…..,n-2,n-1,n} to edges of Graph & vertices are appointed label as total of edges incident to
that. If the edge weights are completely different then it'll be EAVL ( Edge Antimagic Vertex
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Labeling) .For any 2 integers a, d if the sides are assign with labels is { a , a + d ,…..…. , a+(e1)d }, where a is greater than 0 i.e. a>0 and d greater than equal to 0 d>=0 is termed (a, d)
EATL. If the vertices are appointed with then successive numbers then, it'll be SEATL (Super
Edge Antimagic Labeling).
Likewise for a G graph with vertices V and edges E if there's a 1 to 1 operate from set of
integers {1,2,3,4,…………, v + e} to vertex set V & edge set E of graph and edge weight is total
of labels appointed to edge & labels appointed to its (V) vertices . If edge weights completely
different then it'll be Edge Antimagic Total Labeling (EATL). For any 2 integers a, d if the
vertices appointed with labels then , wherever a is greater than 0 i.e. a>0 and d greater than
equal to 0 d>=0 is termed as (a, d) EATL. If the vertices are indicated with successive numbers
then, it'll be Super Edge Antimagic Total Labeling (SEATL). Following section provides procedure
to spot above all for various topologies of Graphs. Accumulative variety of all such potentialities is
calculated. And open issues are solved & observed properties of graphs

3. PROPOSED WORK
During this section we have a tendency to discuss algorithmic rules to spot varied features of
edge Antimagic labeling. We have a tendency to offer generalized algorithmic rule in common to
any or all forms of Graphs mentioned during this paper. As a result of topological variations every
graph structure needs some modifications to algorithmic rule.1st we have a tendency to discuss
algorithmic rule then needed changes for every kind of graph are given during this section. the
subsequent functions are utilized in designing algorithmic rule.
npx : Generates various sizes x from set of n to set of numbers that are obtainable and unused
labels.
is_Duplicate (array, size) : The function returns Boolean value if array have duplicate values other
wise false
is_RegDiff (array, size) : The functions returns change of rate if the array have adjacent values
along with a common difference given by AP else it returns negative one (-).
is_SEATL ( array) : The function returns Boolean value if is_RegDiff (array, size) function returns
true then it also returns true otherwise false
Input

: Graph G with vertices V & Edges E

Output : Possible variety of total Edge Anti Magic Vertex Labeling, Edge Anti Magic Vertex
Labeling, (a, d) Edge Anti Magic Vertex Labeling with a, d values, Total Edge Anti Magic Total
Labeling, Edge Anti Magic Total Labeling, (a, d) Edge Anti Magic Total Labeling with a, d values
and checks existence of super Edge Antimagic Labeling
Algorithmic procedure for EAVL
Read Graph with size n & set labels range {1,2,3,4….,r}.
for (i=1; i<=r ;i++)
If there exist rPn & it’s not an isomorphic then set them as labels of hub and spokes.
for (j=1;j<=r;j++)
if there exist rPn, then continue process
Otherwise display “all possible assignments are checked”.
Set them as labels of edges.
For all edges calculate weight.
Wei_ght[e] = addition of labels of its vertices.
If( is_Duplicate(wei_ght, n)) EAVL_cnt++;
Set d= is_RegDiff(wei_ght, n)
If(d>=1) adEAVL_cnt++;
If(d==1) SEAVL_cnt++;
Stop.
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Algorithm for EATL
Read Graph with size n and set labels range {1,2,3,4,5….r}.
For(i=1;i<=r;i++)
If there exist rPn & it’s not an isomorphic then set them as labels of hub & spokes.
for (j=1;j<=r;j++)
if there exist ar rP3 then continue process.
Otherwise display “all possible assignments are checked”.
Link1: Set them as labels of last edge, 1st vertex and 1st edge.
Previous vertex=1 current vertex=2
for (i=1;i<=r;i++)
if there exist a rp2 then continue process
else go to Link1.
Link2: Set them as labels of current vertex and current edge.
Previous vertex=current vertex Current vertex= curr_vertex+1
If current vertex=n then go to Link2.
else
reset labels assigned to previous vertex as available.
Previous vertex=prev_vertex-1 Current vertex= curr_vertex-1
For all edges calculate weight.
Wei_ght[e] = addition of labels assigned to it and labels assigned to its vertices.
If ( is_Duplicate(wei_ght, n)) EATL_cnt++;
Set d= is_RegDiff(wei_ght, n)
If (d>=1) adEATL_cnt++;
If (d==1) SEATL_cnt++;
Stop.
Modifications to be done For Path:
For EAVL Range R is {1,2,.....n}.
For EATL Range R is {1,2,.....2n-1}.
We can avoid Step 2 for Paths and set label of first edge as zero.
Modifications to be done For Cycle:
For EAVL Range R is {1,2,.....n}.
For EAT Range R is {1,2,.....2n}.
We can avoid Step 2 for Cycle.
Modifications to be done For Wheel:
For EAVL Range R is {1,2,.....n+1}.
For EATL Range R is {1,2,.....3n+1}.
Modifications to be done For Fan Graph:
For EAVL Range R is {1,2,.....n}.
For EATL Range R is {1,2,.....3n}.
Set label of first edge as zero.
Modifications to be done For Friendship Graph:
For EAVL Range R is {1,2,.....2*n+1}.
For EATL Range R is {1,2,.....5n+1}.
Set labels of even edges as zero.

4. RESULTS
Here we tend to designed algorithms to supply additive variety of edge anti magic vertex or total
labelings. we tend to conjointly known doable variety of (a, d) EAVL or Edge anti magic total
labelings for various values of a and d. Also we tend to calculated so many of super Antimagic
labelings if exists. Many authors analyzed behaviour of a specific graph structure for a few a and
d values. However here these algorithms turn out all such sequence of arrangement of vertices
and edges labels. So, we will simply and visually perceive behaviour of any structure.
Observations made are as follows.
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Paths:
All paths of size n>=3 is Anti magic. For Associate in Nursing instance if the path size is eight
there are 6024 (EAVL) Edge anti magic vertex labelings are possible and it's 64 (a, d) Edge anti
magic vertex labelings and fifty six among them are super edge magic. It has (3, 2) and (6, 1)
Edge anti magic vertex labelings for several sequences. Paths with any length consists several
Edge anti magic total labelings. For instance the path with length five has 233520 Edge anti
magic total labelings. it's 4680 (a, d) Edge anti magic total labelings among 1840 are super. This
sort of study is often done on any path. for each path there's no (a, d)-EAT labeling with d > 6.
Cycles:
In cycles, all cycles with size >=3 is antimagic. These algorithmic rules are estimated for many
values of n. For n=5 it resulted thirty Edge anti magic vertex labelings. It also has 10 (a, d) Edge
anti magic vertex labelings for a few values of a and d and each one of those are super. For a
cycle of size five we tend to observed 1858600 Edge anti magic total labelings. It also has 10460
(a ,d) Edge anti magic total labelings among 4980 are super. feasible values of (a, d) are (6,5),
(7,5), (8,4)etc.
In the similar way we will analyze any cycle with any given size.
Wheels:
Wheel with size≥ three, has no edge magic vertex labeling. But it has edge magic total labelings.
For given wheel size we are able to show the attainable Edge anti magic total labelings. If the
wheel size is three, then there exist 1128768 Edge anti magic total labelings. It’s 4512 (a, d) Edge
anti magic total labelings for values among 3840 are super Edge anti magic total labelings. we've
got (15,1), (16,1), (17,1), (18,1), (10,3) and (11,3) etc attainable (a, d) Edge anti magic total
labelings
Fan Graphs:
Fan Graphs are Antimagic with size three to six. Although the number of such sequences are
very less all those are (a, d) Edge anti magic vertex labelings. Fan graphs with size three, four
and five are giving 8 (a, d) Edge Anti Magic Vertex Labelings however all are super Edge anti
magic vertex labelings & all are of (3,1) Edge anti magic vertex labelings. For Fan Graphs we
tend to indicate some shocking results. If the fan size is three, then there exist 152152 Edge anti
magic total labelings. It’s 1344(a, d) Edge anti magic total labeling for various values among 672
are super Edge anti magic total labelings. we've got (14,2),(9,3) ,(16,1),(8,3) (11,3), (15,1), (12,2)
and (11,3) etc attainable (a, d) Edge anti magic total labelings.
Friendship Graphs:
Friendship graph also has edge anti magic labeling. Friendship graphs also are observed as
every (a, d) edge anti magic vertex labeling is super. Friendship graph with size 2 is having 24
edge anti magic vertex labelings and none of them is (a, d) edge anti magic vertex labeling.
However Friendship graphs with size 1,3,4,5 are producing edge anti magic vertex labelings,(a,
d) edge anti magic vertex labelings. For these graphs all are super edge magic. Friendship graph
with size three producing 192 edge anti magic vertex labelings and 48 (a, d) edge anti magic
vertex labelings and every one area unit super. Friendship graph with size four manufacturing
3072 edge anti magic vertex labelings and 2304 (a, d) edge anti magic vertex labelings and all of
them are super edge anti magic vertex labelings. Each Friendship graph could be a super edge
anti magic total labeling. For Friendship graphs with size 3 has huge number of edge anti magic
total labeling (a, d) edge anti magic total labeling for d=2. These are some observations created
by us.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we tend to provide algorithms to enumerate all Edge Antimagic labelings on wheel
graphs, Fan Graphs, cycle Graphs and Friendship graphs. The thought of the algorithms can be
applied to alternative categories of graphs or adopted to develop algorithms for other form of
labeling. within the in the meantime, we still engaged on algorithm for other form of labeling like
edge anti magic and total, harmonious, swish etc. we tend to present the number of non
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isomorphic completely different anti magic labelings on every graph for a some small size graphs.
The number of non-isomorphic labeling on larger size of the remaining graphs is still an open
problem.
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Abstract
Even as computer processing speeds have become faster and the size of memory has also
increased over the years, the need for elegant algorithms (programs that accomplish such
tasks/operations as information retrieval, and manipulation as efficiently as possible) remain as
important now as it did in the past. It is even more so as more complex problems come to the
fore. Skip List is a probabilistic data structure with algorithms to efficiently accomplish such
operations as search, insert and delete. In this paper, we present the results of implementing the
Skip List data structure. The paper also addresses current Web search strategies and algorithms
and how the application of Skip List implementation techniques and extensions can bring about
optimal search query results.
Keywords: Skip List, Efficient Algorithms, Web Search.

1. BACKGROUND & INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamentals in the study of computer science is the representation of stored
information. Even as computer hardware has become more sophisticated, and the size of
memory has increased over the decades and sustains an upward trajectory, the resources
required for computer programs (memory space and time) to execute implemented programs
continue to be in the fore-front. Programs that accomplish such tasks/operations as information
retrieval, and manipulation as efficiently as possible have garnered considerable attention from
computer scientists [1]. In Galil and Italiano [2], the authors’ survey data structures and algorithms
proposed as a solution for a set union problem. Weiss [3] analyzes a disjoint set problem and
provides a real world scenario of its application in a computer network. Both Galil and Italiano,
and Weiss investigate the memory space and time complexity of proposed algorithmic solutions.
Collins [4] also discusses it with the Java programming language as a back drop. Literature exists
that approach this fundamental problem in other ways. Review [5, 6, 7] for further discussion on
algorithm analysis and efficiency. To achieve optimal efficiency in data manipulation, the type of
data structure used plays an important role. Shaffer [1] defines a data structure as “…any data
representation and its associated operations.” He goes further to state that “...a data structure is
meant to be an organization or structuring for a collection of data items.” A scheme of organizing
related data items is how Levitin [7] defines a data structure. In essence, a data structure is any
organization of related data items and its associated operations. The data is organized such that
it can be used optimally. Hence, data structures are an integral part of algorithm execution, and it
can determine how efficient or otherwise an algorithm is.
Today the World Wide Web or simply the Web or its contemporary name: Social web has
become part of everyday life. Each day millions of people interact with the Web in several ways,
for instance, sending and receiving e-mails, interacting with friends and colleagues, reviewing and
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rating visited restaurants, searching for travel deals and merchandise. It is anticipated that this
trend would continue [8]. Searching the internet via search engines has become quite poplar as it
usually serves as an introductory point to internet usage. In fact reports show that 84% of internet
users have used search engines [9]. Many internet search engines exists today for example,
Yahoo, Bing, Google and many other more targeted ones, like Amazon and EBay, among others.
Each has its own structure in terms of query execution, information gathering/corpus construction,
and display/presentation of the relevant pages/retrieved corpus. However, the baseline goal of
retrieving relevant information remains consistent in all search engines.
As information on the Web is forecasts to increase and more especially as big data comes to the
forefront, it is increasingly going to be essential for search engines to not only retrieve relevant
documents and Web pages, but also, be optimal in ad hoc query execution. For decades now,
Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) has remained the benchmark for Information Retrieval (IR).
The main focus of this benchmark is to test for effectiveness (accuracy) in the resulting corpus of
a search query, and not efficiency [10]. A review of the literature shows that to be the case [11].
Cao et al. [12] also examine the retrieval of handwritten document images.
As earlier stated the quest for optimality is an ongoing and important one. It is even more
important when considered in the context of the ever increasing complexity of problems that
require computer solutions. The emergence of big data: A contemporary problem/opportunity
presents varying degrees of complexity [13]. It also presents challenges in the search and
retrieval of data, and data analytics, among others. Reports suggest that Web content continues
to increase as Web usage increases [13, 14] and more users across all age grades and nations
become conversant with using it. Therefore, an efficient way for search and retrieval in the face of
this continuous increase in Web data/information is in order.
Skip List (SL) is a data structure with properties that appropriately satisfies the computer science
fundamental of stored information representation. An experiment conducted clearly shows the
desirability of using SL as the preferred structure for data processing. It can also play an
important role in Web search as it also provides a data organization scheme that yields better
efficiency in operations such as search [15].

2. SKIP LIST OVERVIEW & OPERATIONS
Skip lists (SL) was invented by William Pugh in 1989 and proposed by him in 1990. SL was
proposed as an alternative to the Binary Search Trees (BST) and other balanced trees. It is a
probabilistic data structure based on parallel linked list where elements are kept by key. But, as
opposed to linked list, a node can contain more than 1 pointer. The number of pointers in a node
determines its level. Each pointer points to the next node in the list that has an equal or greater
level. If there isn't any forward node having this property, the pointer points to NIL [16]. The level
of a Skip list corresponds to the highest level between the nodes. When a node is inserted to the
list, a node is given a random level [16]. Figure 1 provides a pictorial depiction of a SL.

FIGURE 1: Skip List. Perfect Skip List.
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The main motivation for using SL include among others is that it ensures a more natural
representation than a tree, it is simple to implement, it has both practical and theoretical
applications and its efficiency is comparable to a balanced tree where the expected time for an
operation (such as searching for an element) is O(log n)1, where n is the node/random level [1,
16].
SL can be used as a replacement for other data structures. It also has other operational
efficiencies as noted by Pugh [16];


It is relatively easy to design and implement the algorithm



It is efficient



The randomization is not dependent on the input keys, thus it will be difficult for an
advisory to access using the input keys



It serves as an alternative to Binary search trees which become unbalanced after several
insertion and deletion operations



It requires a random number generator at the time of insertion



The burden on memory management is due to varying size nodes

2.1 Skip List Operations
Like any data structure, SL supports such operations as search, insert and delete.
The search for an element starts at the header on the highest level, then traverses forward
pointers that don't overshoot the element being searched for. If that happens, move down to the
next level. A brief pseudo code description of the search algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
This algorithm is very simple to implement, it searches for the right place for an element to be
inserted. Splice the list and insert the element with a random level.
Deleting/removing an element is also like inserting an element, it searches for the right place for
an element to be deleted. Splice the list and delete the element with a given random level [17].

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

x <- list.header
for i <- list.level downto 1
do while x.forward[i].key < searchKey
do x <- x.forward[i]
x <- x.forward[1]
if x.key = searchKey
then return x.value
else return failure
FIGURE 2: Skip List Search Algorithm.

2.2 Practical Application of Skip List
A cursory search for practical application of the SL algorithm yielded varying levels of its
application in the real world. Some of the practical applications are as follows:


Parallel Computing: Skip List can be applied to parallel computation where insertions
and searching of items can be accomplished in different parts of the list and in parallel
without rebalancing of the data structure [18].

This is a notation for identifying the order of growth of an algorithm’s basic operation. In this particular case
O(log n) represents the order of growth of SL search algorithm.
1
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Operating Systems: A common problem in computer science is the blocking of resources
for processors to complete tasks. This can lead to race conditions. Skip list can be
applied to this problem with a lock-free data structure which is more efficient and it is
easy to implement [19].



Forecasting/Prediction: Ge and Stan [20] used it for predicting queries by employing Prebuilt Models (PM). The ‘closest’ PM is selected for use in the forecasting. Predicting can
be applied to scheduling, resource acquisition, and resource requirement determination.



Graphics and Visualization: Skip list-like data structure has been used to optimize the
rendering of graphics and images [21].

It is important to state here that the list provided is by no means an exhaustive one as that would
be beyond the scope of this paper.

3. EXPERIMENT
An experiment was conducted to determine the cost of searching for an element at a given
random level.
The experiments were conducted on the algorithm using the java program on different values for
p = 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8.
For each value of p, 1000 lists were randomly created for different sizes of n: 10, 100, 1000 and
10000.
For each case, the average number of steps to find 1000 random elements in the list was found.
The average is then compared to log(1/p(n)) and to L(n)/p + 1/(1-p). Then the maximum number
of steps recorded between 1000 searches was added. The result is shown in the following tables
with the different p values and different n sizes.
3.1 Results
The results shown in the proceeding section illustrates well enough the analysis of the expected
search cost.
In general, for the 3 different values of p, the average number of steps grows logarithmically to
the number of elements n. In fact, for p = ½, the average is very close to log (1/2(n)). On average,
the algorithm performs better for p = ½. But, as demonstrated in [17],
“…choosing p = ¼ slightly improves the constant of factors of the speed of the algorithm.” This
means that the algorithm is more consistent, and there is a higher probability to obtain a search
cost close to the average when choosing ¼.
Thus, the maximum number of steps is relatively low for high instances of n. For p = ½ (see Table
1), it is only 38 steps for a list of size 10000. (38 is only the maximum number of steps in the
experiment that we did, and it is possible to obtain a higher maximum). This implies that it is very
unlikely to obtain a list largely unbalanced that will give us an extremely poor performance.
n

Average
Number of
Steps

Log (1/p(n))

L(n)/p + 1/(1-p)

Maximum
Number of
Steps

10

3.45

3.32

8.64

10

100

6.56

6.64

15.2

26

1000

9.19

9.96

21.9

35

10000

9.92

13.29

28.5

38

TABLE 1: Average number for steps for finding 1000 random list elements. P=1/2.
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n

Average
Number of
Steps

Log (1/p(n))

L(n)/p + 1/(1-p)

Maximum
Number of
Steps

10

4.01

1.667

7.9

10

100

8.56

3.32

14.6

45

1000

12.57

4.98

21.9

59

10000

13.63

6.64

27.9

60

TABLE 2: Average number for steps for finding 1000 random list elements. P=1/4.

n

Average
Number of
Steps

Log (1/p(n))

L(n)/p + 1/(1-p)

Maximum
Number of
Steps

10

4.67

1.12

10

10

100

11.43

2.21

18.8

67

1000

17.86

3.32

27.7

112

10000

19.31

14.43

36.6

116

TABLE 3: Average number for steps for finding 1000 random list elements. P=1/8.

4. WEB SEARCH: KNOWN & UNKNOWN
Not all search engines are created equal and today an online search involves Web ‘crawlers’,
‘spiders’ or ‘robots’. These are algorithms that innocuously navigate web pages and links to
gather information. They undertake the processes that make up the dimension of a web IR, and
they can provide different results set [11].
Although algorithms for web searches are mostly proprietary, research shows they rely on
inverted indexing in the processing of search requests and corpus construction. Many search
algorithms and strategies use this approach as the basis of conducting a document search [22,
23]. Inverted indexing creates a list of index terms along with a logical linked list referred to by
Grossman [10] as a posting list. Each linked list pointer references a unique term in the index,
which is created before query execution.
Again, current web search results are represented in some form or fashion. The documents
relevance to the query, the number of times the search term is found in the document, or the
interval between search terms in the document are some of the representation criteria discussed
by Li et al. [22].
As previously stated the benchmark for IR is on the effectiveness and not efficiency. Hence, there
is little to no mention of the optimality of search engine algorithms. It is our belief that an efficient
data structure for the inverted index can improve performance.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
SL has an expected time of O(log n) for an operation such as search or insertion. Based on the
experiments that we did in this project, we can conclude that SL is a good alternative to balanced
tree. Taking the same argument from the author, SL is very easy to implement which is the
biggest advantage over balanced trees.
Also, SL can be applied to inverted indexing; which features prominently in web searches.
Research has shown that SL, when applied to web search offers improved efficiency. Boldi and
Vigna [24] discuss embedding SL in inverted index. Inverted index search improves the efficiency
of SL by reducing the space requirement of web searches. The reduction in the space
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requirement further improves the expected time of search of SL. Also inverted index ensures that
all occurrences of a query is retrieved. Chierichetti et al. [25] report on using different ways of
determining the precise locations of skips to be placed in an inverted index with an embedded SL.
They report the time complexity on an optimal algorithm as being linearithmic. Also, Campinas et
al. [26] extend the basic Skip list for a block-based inverted list and found a lower search cost.
There appears to be promise in the continued application of skip list techniques and extensions
as it pertains to search engine optimization. This is a step in the right direction when considered
in the context of current trends in web searches and document retrieval, where the amount of
documents on the web is estimated to be in the billions. Google, one the most used search
engines has over 2 billion indexed documents. The current estimate of online documents is over
500 billion today. Li et al. [22] report on the feasibility of a peer-to-peer web search. Future work
will focus on determining SL performance for TREC as well for efficiency.
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